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this is the sixth edition of what has become the standard textbook on contemporary british political history since the end of world war ii this authoritative chronological survey discusses

domestic policy and politics in particular but also covers external and international relations the new and improved edition of this important book brings the picture to the present by

including the following additions ʺ september 11th ʺ the iraq war and after ʺ the election of iain duncan smith ds and michael howard as leaders of the conservative party ʺ the issue of

immigration ʺ the new royal wedding ʺ the 2005 election ʺ the importance of china on the british stage britain since 1945 is essential reading for any student of contemporary british

history and politics the road to 1945 is a rigorously researched study of the crucial moment when political parties put aside their differences to unite under churchill and focus on the task

of war but the war years witnessed a radical shift in political power dramatically expressed in labour s decisive electoral victory in 1945 in his acclaimed study paul addison reconstructs

and interprets the five year wartime coalition and traces this sea change from its roots in the thirties to the powerful spirit of post war rebuilding the road to 1945 is an imaginative

brilliantly written and landmark work underpinned by a powerful and expertly researched argument they allow for a painstaking analysis of the political and aesthetic priorities of a

developing stalinist culture while raising intriguing questions about the early stages of the cold war and the subsequent division of germany in particular the gradual introduction of

zhdanovist or socialist realist political norms and aesthetic forms into soviet occupied germany closely paralleled developments in the soviet union during the infamous zhdanovshchina

1946 1948 smear campaigns against formalism decadence and cosmopolitanism carefully tailored to local circumstances were the natural consequence simultaneously the german

communists worked behind the scenes with the soviet occupation regime to establish the administrative apparatus for the enforcement of these standards imported from the soviet union

and calculated to infuse german art and literature with the proper political priorities british politics since 1945 offers a comprehensive overview of postwar british politics ideal for

introductory students and general readers alike the book balances a narrative of the major events and personalities of the postwar political scene with a critical assessment of the

recurrent issues and concerns of political debate it also analyses the main idealogical perspectives operating within party politics since the second wolrd war from the right the centre and

the left showing how these dominant groups have viewed developments and expressed their ambitions over the last fifty years succinct chronological account complemented with critical

thematic assessment of ideas covers central topic on all introductory politics and postwar history extensive use of tabular material and appendices for reference based on extensive

primary source material and oral history interviews this book is the first comprehensive study of hungarian women s political involvement in post world war ii hungary it addresses the

impact of the spread of communism and describes how some key organizations gradually ceased to exist and were replaced by a single communist dominated women s organization the

book includes a case study of women who entered the police force a profession previously closed to them taking a thematic approach this keenly awaited new edition addresses the

major political and economic developments in western europe since world war ii right up to the present day the book covers issues and developments in national politics the movement

towards greater unity in western europe and the role of europe in global politics and in the international economy the test has been revised throughout and updated to take account of the

political consequences of the ending of the cold war and the troubled progress of european integration since maastricht europe since 1945 an encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference
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work of some 1 700 entries in two volumes its scope includes all of europe and the successor states to the former soviet union the volumes provide a broad coverage of topics with an

emphasis on politics governments organizations people and events crucial to an understanding of postwar europe also includes 100 maps and photos few historians have attempted an

account of japan since 1945 yet the country s emergence as the second largest economy in the world has been one of the most dramatic and significant developments since the second

world war dennis smith s work takes a deliberately historical approach in the belief that it is impossible to assess the nature of post war japan s achievement without first considering the

significance of the pre war and wartime legacy it blends politics and economics aware that in japan the close links between the worlds of politics government and of business deny rigid

divisions how successful was the united states in attempting to impose a democratic system on germany after the second world war did u s occupation policy actually change german

society and attitudes in this book richard l merritt addresses these questions from a novel perspective instead of studying what german political leaders and intellectuals thought about the

u s occupation merritt explores for the first time the response of the ordinary german people analyzing data from public opinion surveys conducted largely by the american military

government beginning in 1945 this volume fills this gap by examining the many ways in which political parties the business world foreign policymakers and the intelligence community

experienced confronted and even actively contributed to domestic and transnational forms of dissent this essential new introduction examines why there are still so few women political

leaders it highlights in particular the continuing absence of women from leadership positions and the concentration of women on social welfare panels the book draws extensively on

research on modern greece in recent decades and on the many perceptive commentaries on recent events in the greek press it adopts both an analytical and chronological approach and

shows how greece has both converged with western europe and remained distinctively balkan david close writes clearly and forcefully and presents a lively picture of the greek political

system economic development social changes and foreign relations aimed at readers coming to the subject for the first time this is a readable and informative introduction to

contemporary greece 1940 has long been regarded as the time when political parties put aside their differences to unite under churchill and focus on the task of war but the war years

witnessed a radical shift in political power dramatically expressed in labour s decisive electoral victory in 1945 describes political developments in europe from the aftermath of world war ii

to the decline of the soviet empire in the spring of 1933 the nazi government began its campaign to eliminate modern tendencies in german art with particular emphasis on architecture

and to eradicate what it chose to call art bolshevism the bauhaus by then an internationally famous center of avant garde design was shut down in a close analysis of intellectual political

social and economic developments lane shows that nazi views on architecture were generated by a complex of historical factors far from being cohesive nazi cultural policy was largely

the product of the conflicting ideas about art held by the nazi leaders and their efforts to advance these ideas during internal power struggles by virtue of its geographical and historical

position postwar austria was condemned to a prominent role in the plans of both the east and the west in this account of an unusual episode in the cold war audrey kurth cronin examines

the negotiations over austria and the soviet union s sudden and surprising decision to withdraw its troops and accept the country as a neutral western state after having rejected any

settlement for eight years drawing on a wealth of recently declassified british and american documents and on interviews with key austrian participants cronin analyzes the events leading

up to the 1955 austrian state treaty and in the process strengthens our understanding of current east west relations her account of the creation of a neutral state in the heart of a divided

europe will be important reading for all who are concerned with security affairs international relations and the history of the cold war in 1945 britain emerged from the second world war

exhausted and debilitated but still a major global power with enormous strategic commitments imperial responsibilities and a sense of historical destiny as a major economic and political
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influence this book charts how this role and self image changed and how abruptly in 1945 the united states assumed britain s mantle of world leader taylor provides an alternative

interpretation of how the cold war arose and how the reordering of the global economic political and strategic system in the post war world came about it is essential reading for political

geographers historians international relations experts and political scientists bloomsbury publishing pulzer deals with the three attempts to build a german nation state between 1871 and

1945 and the reasons for their failure his focus is the tension between authoritarian and democratic forces and the emergence and influence of interest groups peter c caldwell and karrin

hanshew s germany since 1945 traces the social political and cultural history of germany from the end of the second world war right up to the present day the book provides a narrative

that not only explores the histories of east and west germany in their international contexts but one that also takes the significantly different world of the berlin republic seriously analyzing

it as a distinct and significant period of german history in its own right split into three parts roughly devoted to a quarter century each this book guides students through contemporary

germany from the catastrophe of war genocide and the country s division to the very different challenges facing the reunified germany of the 21st century there are key primary source

excerpts integrated throughout the text as well as 32 images numerous maps charts and tables and a detailed bibliography to further aid study the book is complemented by online

resources which include sample syllabi and a pedagogical supplement germany since 1945 underscores both the particularities of german history and the international trends and

transactions that shaped it giving good coverage to key aspects of post 1945 german society and politics including east and west german paths to reconstruction the development of

consumer society and the welfare state the politics of memory and coming to terms with the nazi past the cold war new social and political movements that opposed the postwar status

immigration and the move toward a multicultural society this is an essential text for any student of contemporary german history the history of catholic political movements has long been

a missing dimension of the history of europe during the twentieth century martin conway explores the fascinating history of catholic political movements in europe between 1918 and 1945

demonstrating the crucial role which catholics played in the rise of fascism in italy and germany the events of the spanish civil war and of the second world war drawing on the findings of

recent research conway shows how catholic political movements formed a vital element of the political life of europe during the inter war years in countries as diverse as france germany

italy spain and austria as well as further east in poland slovakia croatia and lithuania catholic political parties flourished inspired by the values of catholicism these movements fought for

their own political ideals hostile to both liberal democracy and totalitarian fascism catholics were a third force in european politics during the second world war catholic political movements

continued to pursue their own goals some chose to fight alongside the german armies other groups joined resistance movements to fight against german oppression and for a new social

and political order based on catholic principles catholic politics in europe will provide an original key point of reference for twentieth century history for comparison with fascist and

communist movements of the period and will give insight into the present day character of catholicism a collection of 11 papers which share the common goal of addressing the

connections between domestic political culture and u s cold war foreign policy appy formerly history massachusetts institute of technology brings together the work of political diplomatic

and cultural historians in order to foster an understanding of the complex interaction between culture and policy topics treated include the discourse of adoption and the cold war

commitment in asia class caste and status in indo american relations the propaganda efforts of the united states in the disruption of the 1948 italian elections cold war racial ideology time

magazine s propaganda aid in the cia s overthrow of musaddiq mossadegh and the identification of significant portions of the american populace with pro fidelista forces in the 1950s

annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or more than half the nations that exist today have gained their independence since 1945 during this period over 2 300 individuals have
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ruled the various nations of the world this encyclopedia offers insight into the history of individual nations through the lives of their leaders outstanding academic book following his country

s victory over nazi germany joseph stalin was widely hailed as a great wartime leader and international statesman unchallenged on the domestic front he headed one of the most powerful

nations in the world yet in the period from the end of world war ii until his death stalin remained a man possessed by his fears in order to reinforce his despotic rule in the face of old age

and uncertain health he habitually humiliated and terrorized members of his inner circle he had their telephones bugged and even forced his deputy viacheslav molotov to betray his own

spouse as a token of his allegiance often dismissed as paranoid and irrational stalin s behavior followed a clear political logic contend yoram gorlizki and oleg khlevniuk stalin s consistent

and overriding goal after the war was to consolidate the soviet union s status as a superpower and in the face of growing decrepitude to maintain his own hold as leader of that power to

that end he fashioned a system of leadership that was at once patrimonial repressive and quite modern while maintaining informal relations based on personal loyalty at the apex of the

system in the postwar period stalin also vested authority in committees elevated younger specialists and initiated key institutional innovations with lasting consequences close scrutiny of

stalin s relationships with his most intimate colleagues also shows how in the teeth of periodic persecution stalin s deputies cultivated informal norms and mutual understandings which

provided the foundations for collective rule after his death based on newly released archival documents including personal correspondence drafts of central committee paperwork new

memoirs and interviews with former functionaries and the families of politburo members this book will appeal to all those interested in soviet history political history and the lives of

dictators cold peace was a choice outstanding academic title for 2005 the post war emergence of west germany as the dominant economic power in europe gave rise to the mythology of

the economic miracle and the model policies of the social market economy this study reveals a mundane reality of class politics in which democratic institutions have become increasingly

marginalised by big capital and by an unelected central bank economic policy has failed to halt the recent slide into mass unemployment and has reverted optimistically to the plan less

export drives of the fifties the absence of the earlier advantages the author claims bodes ill for the future of model germany the political history of cambodia between 1945 and 1979

which culminated in the devastating revolutionary excesses of the pol pot regime is one of unrest and misery this book by david p chandler is the first to give a full account of this

tumultuous period this book examines postwar waves of political violence that affected six southeast asian countries indonesia burma myanmar cambodia thailand the philippines and

vietnam from the wars of independence in the mid twentieth century to the recent rohingya genocide featuring cases not previously explored and offering fresh insights into more familiar

cases the chapters cover a range of topics including the technologies of violence the politics of fear inclusion and exclusion justice and ethics repetitions of mass violence events impunity

law ethnic and racial killings crimes against humanity and genocide the book delves into the violence that has reverberated across the region spurred by local and global politics and

ideologies through the examination of such themes as identity ascription and formation existential and ontological questions collective memories of violence and social and political

transformation in our current era of global social and political transition the volume s case studies provide an opportunity to consider potential repercussions and outcomes of various

political and ideological positionings and policies enhancing our understanding of the technologies techniques motives causes consequences and connections between violent episodes in

the southeast asian cases the book raises key questions for the study of mass violence worldwide from the ashes of world war ii to the conflict over iraq william hitchcock examines the

miraculous transformation of europe from a deeply fractured land to a continent striving for stability tolerance democracy and prosperity exploring the role of cold war politics in europe s

peace settlement and the half century that followed hitchcock reveals how leaders such as charles de gaulle willy brandt and margaret thatcher balanced their nations interests against the
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demands of the reigning superpowers leading to great strides in economic and political unity he re creates europeans struggles with their troubling legacy of racial ethnic and national

antagonism and shows that while divisions persist europe stands on the threshold of changes that may profoundly shape the future of world affairs politics and anger
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Political Reorientation of Japan, September 1945 to September 1948 1949

this is the sixth edition of what has become the standard textbook on contemporary british political history since the end of world war ii this authoritative chronological survey discusses

domestic policy and politics in particular but also covers external and international relations the new and improved edition of this important book brings the picture to the present by

including the following additions ʺ september 11th ʺ the iraq war and after ʺ the election of iain duncan smith ds and michael howard as leaders of the conservative party ʺ the issue of

immigration ʺ the new royal wedding ʺ the 2005 election ʺ the importance of china on the british stage britain since 1945 is essential reading for any student of contemporary british

history and politics

Political Reorientation of Japan 1971-01-01

the road to 1945 is a rigorously researched study of the crucial moment when political parties put aside their differences to unite under churchill and focus on the task of war but the war

years witnessed a radical shift in political power dramatically expressed in labour s decisive electoral victory in 1945 in his acclaimed study paul addison reconstructs and interprets the

five year wartime coalition and traces this sea change from its roots in the thirties to the powerful spirit of post war rebuilding the road to 1945 is an imaginative brilliantly written and

landmark work underpinned by a powerful and expertly researched argument

Political Reorientation of Japan 1970

they allow for a painstaking analysis of the political and aesthetic priorities of a developing stalinist culture while raising intriguing questions about the early stages of the cold war and the

subsequent division of germany in particular the gradual introduction of zhdanovist or socialist realist political norms and aesthetic forms into soviet occupied germany closely paralleled

developments in the soviet union during the infamous zhdanovshchina 1946 1948 smear campaigns against formalism decadence and cosmopolitanism carefully tailored to local

circumstances were the natural consequence simultaneously the german communists worked behind the scenes with the soviet occupation regime to establish the administrative

apparatus for the enforcement of these standards imported from the soviet union and calculated to infuse german art and literature with the proper political priorities

Britain Since 1945 2006

british politics since 1945 offers a comprehensive overview of postwar british politics ideal for introductory students and general readers alike the book balances a narrative of the major

events and personalities of the postwar political scene with a critical assessment of the recurrent issues and concerns of political debate it also analyses the main idealogical perspectives
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operating within party politics since the second wolrd war from the right the centre and the left showing how these dominant groups have viewed developments and expressed their

ambitions over the last fifty years succinct chronological account complemented with critical thematic assessment of ideas covers central topic on all introductory politics and postwar

history extensive use of tabular material and appendices for reference

The Road To 1945 2011-05-31

based on extensive primary source material and oral history interviews this book is the first comprehensive study of hungarian women s political involvement in post world war ii hungary it

addresses the impact of the spread of communism and describes how some key organizations gradually ceased to exist and were replaced by a single communist dominated women s

organization the book includes a case study of women who entered the police force a profession previously closed to them

The Politics of Culture in Soviet-Occupied Germany, 1945-1949 1992

taking a thematic approach this keenly awaited new edition addresses the major political and economic developments in western europe since world war ii right up to the present day the

book covers issues and developments in national politics the movement towards greater unity in western europe and the role of europe in global politics and in the international economy

the test has been revised throughout and updated to take account of the political consequences of the ending of the cold war and the troubled progress of european integration since

maastricht

World Politics Since 1945 1977

europe since 1945 an encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference work of some 1 700 entries in two volumes its scope includes all of europe and the successor states to the former

soviet union the volumes provide a broad coverage of topics with an emphasis on politics governments organizations people and events crucial to an understanding of postwar europe

also includes 100 maps and photos

British Politics since 1945 1995-10-09

few historians have attempted an account of japan since 1945 yet the country s emergence as the second largest economy in the world has been one of the most dramatic and significant

developments since the second world war dennis smith s work takes a deliberately historical approach in the belief that it is impossible to assess the nature of post war japan s

achievement without first considering the significance of the pre war and wartime legacy it blends politics and economics aware that in japan the close links between the worlds of politics
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government and of business deny rigid divisions

Unconditional Democracy 1982

how successful was the united states in attempting to impose a democratic system on germany after the second world war did u s occupation policy actually change german society and

attitudes in this book richard l merritt addresses these questions from a novel perspective instead of studying what german political leaders and intellectuals thought about the u s

occupation merritt explores for the first time the response of the ordinary german people analyzing data from public opinion surveys conducted largely by the american military government

beginning in 1945

Women in Hungarian Politics, 1945-1951 2003

this volume fills this gap by examining the many ways in which political parties the business world foreign policymakers and the intelligence community experienced confronted and even

actively contributed to domestic and transnational forms of dissent

Western Europe Since 1945 1989

this essential new introduction examines why there are still so few women political leaders it highlights in particular the continuing absence of women from leadership positions and the

concentration of women on social welfare panels

Europe Since 1945 2014-01-27

the book draws extensively on research on modern greece in recent decades and on the many perceptive commentaries on recent events in the greek press it adopts both an analytical

and chronological approach and shows how greece has both converged with western europe and remained distinctively balkan david close writes clearly and forcefully and presents a

lively picture of the greek political system economic development social changes and foreign relations aimed at readers coming to the subject for the first time this is a readable and

informative introduction to contemporary greece
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Japan since 1945 1995-08-07

1940 has long been regarded as the time when political parties put aside their differences to unite under churchill and focus on the task of war but the war years witnessed a radical shift

in political power dramatically expressed in labour s decisive electoral victory in 1945

Democracy Imposed 1995-01-01

describes political developments in europe from the aftermath of world war ii to the decline of the soviet empire

The Establishment Responds 2012-01-02

in the spring of 1933 the nazi government began its campaign to eliminate modern tendencies in german art with particular emphasis on architecture and to eradicate what it chose to call

art bolshevism the bauhaus by then an internationally famous center of avant garde design was shut down in a close analysis of intellectual political social and economic developments

lane shows that nazi views on architecture were generated by a complex of historical factors far from being cohesive nazi cultural policy was largely the product of the conflicting ideas

about art held by the nazi leaders and their efforts to advance these ideas during internal power struggles

Women and Political Power 2001

by virtue of its geographical and historical position postwar austria was condemned to a prominent role in the plans of both the east and the west in this account of an unusual episode in

the cold war audrey kurth cronin examines the negotiations over austria and the soviet union s sudden and surprising decision to withdraw its troops and accept the country as a neutral

western state after having rejected any settlement for eight years drawing on a wealth of recently declassified british and american documents and on interviews with key austrian

participants cronin analyzes the events leading up to the 1955 austrian state treaty and in the process strengthens our understanding of current east west relations her account of the

creation of a neutral state in the heart of a divided europe will be important reading for all who are concerned with security affairs international relations and the history of the cold war

Greece since 1945 2014-09-25

in 1945 britain emerged from the second world war exhausted and debilitated but still a major global power with enormous strategic commitments imperial responsibilities and a sense of

historical destiny as a major economic and political influence this book charts how this role and self image changed and how abruptly in 1945 the united states assumed britain s mantle
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of world leader taylor provides an alternative interpretation of how the cold war arose and how the reordering of the global economic political and strategic system in the post war world

came about it is essential reading for political geographers historians international relations experts and political scientists bloomsbury publishing

The Road to 1945 1975

pulzer deals with the three attempts to build a german nation state between 1871 and 1945 and the reasons for their failure his focus is the tension between authoritarian and democratic

forces and the emergence and influence of interest groups

A Political History of Western Europe Since 1945 1997

peter c caldwell and karrin hanshew s germany since 1945 traces the social political and cultural history of germany from the end of the second world war right up to the present day the

book provides a narrative that not only explores the histories of east and west germany in their international contexts but one that also takes the significantly different world of the berlin

republic seriously analyzing it as a distinct and significant period of german history in its own right split into three parts roughly devoted to a quarter century each this book guides

students through contemporary germany from the catastrophe of war genocide and the country s division to the very different challenges facing the reunified germany of the 21st century

there are key primary source excerpts integrated throughout the text as well as 32 images numerous maps charts and tables and a detailed bibliography to further aid study the book is

complemented by online resources which include sample syllabi and a pedagogical supplement germany since 1945 underscores both the particularities of german history and the

international trends and transactions that shaped it giving good coverage to key aspects of post 1945 german society and politics including east and west german paths to reconstruction

the development of consumer society and the welfare state the politics of memory and coming to terms with the nazi past the cold war new social and political movements that opposed

the postwar status immigration and the move toward a multicultural society this is an essential text for any student of contemporary german history

Architecture and Politics in Germany, 1918-1945 1968

the history of catholic political movements has long been a missing dimension of the history of europe during the twentieth century martin conway explores the fascinating history of

catholic political movements in europe between 1918 and 1945 demonstrating the crucial role which catholics played in the rise of fascism in italy and germany the events of the spanish

civil war and of the second world war drawing on the findings of recent research conway shows how catholic political movements formed a vital element of the political life of europe

during the inter war years in countries as diverse as france germany italy spain and austria as well as further east in poland slovakia croatia and lithuania catholic political parties

flourished inspired by the values of catholicism these movements fought for their own political ideals hostile to both liberal democracy and totalitarian fascism catholics were a third force
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in european politics during the second world war catholic political movements continued to pursue their own goals some chose to fight alongside the german armies other groups joined

resistance movements to fight against german oppression and for a new social and political order based on catholic principles catholic politics in europe will provide an original key point

of reference for twentieth century history for comparison with fascist and communist movements of the period and will give insight into the present day character of catholicism

The World Since 1945 1988

a collection of 11 papers which share the common goal of addressing the connections between domestic political culture and u s cold war foreign policy appy formerly history

massachusetts institute of technology brings together the work of political diplomatic and cultural historians in order to foster an understanding of the complex interaction between culture

and policy topics treated include the discourse of adoption and the cold war commitment in asia class caste and status in indo american relations the propaganda efforts of the united

states in the disruption of the 1948 italian elections cold war racial ideology time magazine s propaganda aid in the cia s overthrow of musaddiq mossadegh and the identification of

significant portions of the american populace with pro fidelista forces in the 1950s annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Great Power Politics and the Struggle over Austria, 1945–1955 2019-01-24

more than half the nations that exist today have gained their independence since 1945 during this period over 2 300 individuals have ruled the various nations of the world this

encyclopedia offers insight into the history of individual nations through the lives of their leaders outstanding academic book

Cold War, Europe 1945-89 1991

following his country s victory over nazi germany joseph stalin was widely hailed as a great wartime leader and international statesman unchallenged on the domestic front he headed one

of the most powerful nations in the world yet in the period from the end of world war ii until his death stalin remained a man possessed by his fears in order to reinforce his despotic rule

in the face of old age and uncertain health he habitually humiliated and terrorized members of his inner circle he had their telephones bugged and even forced his deputy viacheslav

molotov to betray his own spouse as a token of his allegiance often dismissed as paranoid and irrational stalin s behavior followed a clear political logic contend yoram gorlizki and oleg

khlevniuk stalin s consistent and overriding goal after the war was to consolidate the soviet union s status as a superpower and in the face of growing decrepitude to maintain his own

hold as leader of that power to that end he fashioned a system of leadership that was at once patrimonial repressive and quite modern while maintaining informal relations based on

personal loyalty at the apex of the system in the postwar period stalin also vested authority in committees elevated younger specialists and initiated key institutional innovations with

lasting consequences close scrutiny of stalin s relationships with his most intimate colleagues also shows how in the teeth of periodic persecution stalin s deputies cultivated informal
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norms and mutual understandings which provided the foundations for collective rule after his death based on newly released archival documents including personal correspondence drafts

of central committee paperwork new memoirs and interviews with former functionaries and the families of politburo members this book will appeal to all those interested in soviet history

political history and the lives of dictators cold peace was a choice outstanding academic title for 2005

Britain and the Cold War 2018

the post war emergence of west germany as the dominant economic power in europe gave rise to the mythology of the economic miracle and the model policies of the social market

economy this study reveals a mundane reality of class politics in which democratic institutions have become increasingly marginalised by big capital and by an unelected central bank

economic policy has failed to halt the recent slide into mass unemployment and has reverted optimistically to the plan less export drives of the fifties the absence of the earlier advantages

the author claims bodes ill for the future of model germany

The German Army, 1933-1945 1978

the political history of cambodia between 1945 and 1979 which culminated in the devastating revolutionary excesses of the pol pot regime is one of unrest and misery this book by david

p chandler is the first to give a full account of this tumultuous period

Germany, 1870-1945 1997

this book examines postwar waves of political violence that affected six southeast asian countries indonesia burma myanmar cambodia thailand the philippines and vietnam from the wars

of independence in the mid twentieth century to the recent rohingya genocide featuring cases not previously explored and offering fresh insights into more familiar cases the chapters

cover a range of topics including the technologies of violence the politics of fear inclusion and exclusion justice and ethics repetitions of mass violence events impunity law ethnic and

racial killings crimes against humanity and genocide the book delves into the violence that has reverberated across the region spurred by local and global politics and ideologies through

the examination of such themes as identity ascription and formation existential and ontological questions collective memories of violence and social and political transformation in our

current era of global social and political transition the volume s case studies provide an opportunity to consider potential repercussions and outcomes of various political and ideological

positionings and policies enhancing our understanding of the technologies techniques motives causes consequences and connections between violent episodes in the southeast asian

cases the book raises key questions for the study of mass violence worldwide
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Germany Since 1945 2018-08-23

from the ashes of world war ii to the conflict over iraq william hitchcock examines the miraculous transformation of europe from a deeply fractured land to a continent striving for stability

tolerance democracy and prosperity exploring the role of cold war politics in europe s peace settlement and the half century that followed hitchcock reveals how leaders such as charles
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